The present paper aims at giving an overview of the basic theories pertaining to the emergence and development of ergativity in Indo-Aryan. It has usually been argued that ergativity could have been derived either from the passive or the originally PIE ergative construction. In addition to these two basic approaches to ergativity in IA, other perspectives are also taken into consideration here, namely the theory which is based on the pragmatic properties of OIA, and the hypothesis of the possible borrowing from the substratum languages. The existing models of the historical scenarios of the emergence of ergativity in IA, including their later mutations, are confronted with the hypothesis of the possible active typology of PIE. The active residues in OIA and its continuants might prove that ergativity arose due to the transition from the PIE active to the nominative stage attested in the daughter languages.
INTRODUCTION
The diachronic study of the problem of the formation of ergativity in South Asia has received considerable attention. Contemporary ergative patterns existing in the North-Western IA languages have a clear correspondence to the OIA construction with the verb in the past perfect participial form in -ta and agent either in the instrumental or genitive. The most common theory presumes that the ergative construction in the IA languages has a passive ancestor in OIA. This diachronically proved path of development of ergativity has met with substantial criticism. The proposed "nominative to ergative" shift is still defended by a few scholars but it has also been demonstrated that the predominance of the passive (thus marked) construction in OIA is pragmatically and structurally untenable.
The main diffi culty with the interpretation of the development of ergativity from a passive construction concerns the status of the -ta participle and agent marking. Historical reconstruction leaves us only with the passive origin of ergativity but diachronic typology and areal typology shed new light on the problem.
LP LI KRZYSZTOF STROŃSKI
The achievements of diachronic typology (e.g. the correspondences with Caucasian developments) show clearly that the only possible way for ergativity to emerge is from an active typology and that such development is unidirectional. Thus split-ergative system existing in OIA could arise from active typology as a secondary development. There are several features of OIA verbal and nominal systems which can be considered an active residue. Some of these features have been preserved in NIA as well.
Areal typology can reinforce the arguments for active>ergative>nominative shift. The possible language substrata had different impacts on OIA. Languages of ergative typology such as Burushaski and Tibetan are said to have limited infl uence on Aryan stock, while languages with perceptible active features, i.e. Munda or nominative languages, i.e. Dravidian ones, could trigger the gradual nominativization of split-ergative patterns leading to the complete loss of ergativity in East IA. The models of historical scenario of the development of ergativity in IA are exemplifi ed by the data from Western and vernacular grammars, from concordances, texts and author's own fi eld notes.
FROM PASSIVE TO ERGATIVE -A TRADITIONAL VIEW
The traditional view on the origin of ergativity in the IA languages is based on the hypothesis of the shift from passive to ergative.
1 According to the adherents of this hypothesis the Indo-Iranian periphrastic perfect construction is said to be derived from the passive. The verbal form of this construction is the -ta participle (also understood as a verbal adjective) which can be interpreted actively when derived from an intransitive verb and passively when derived from a transitive one, e.g. Ved. yātá 'gone', hatá 'killed' (cf DELBRÜCK 1888: 382).
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If the -ta participle serves as a two place predicate, the main arguments are marked according the following rules: agents by the genitive (OPers.) ex. (1) and by the instrumental or by the genitive (in OIA) ex. (2) and (3); patients by the nominative. The participle agrees with the unmarked NP so the construction morphologically resembles the passive one. If the -ta participle is in the function of a one place predicate, then the only argument can be marked by the nominative agreeing with the -ta participle ex. (4) or by the instrumental, but then the participle is in the neuter and there is no agreement ex. (5) (this construction is however not attested in early OIA).
( You Panis lie down smashed by Indra. (RV 10.108.4; cf ANDERSEN 1986b: 10) 1 To what extent has this view been infl uenced by early works of caucasiologists would be perhaps an interesting topic for a historian of linguistics but it will not concern us here.
2 There are however examples of transitive verbs whose the -ta participle have are attested with active meaning pīta 'having drunk ' (cf SPEIJER 1998 ' (cf SPEIJER [1886 (1)- (3) show grammatical agreement between the patient and the -ta participle. According to the adherents of the 'passive to ergative' shift, the patient has been promoted to the subject position and agent demoted to the object position; thus the above sentences are instances of passives and they should be analyzed as such (cf BURROW 2001 (cf BURROW [1955 MILTNER 1977; PIREJKO 1968) .
Indeed there are several factors which speak in favor of the passive status of the -ta participle in OPers. (but it seems that they apply to OIA as well):
It is in concord with the logical object (grammatical subject) 1.
It is in a possessive relation with the logical subject (grammatical object) 2.
It occurs in a construction with the logical object (grammatical subject) in central 3. position where the logical subject (grammatical object) is optional 3 It has a primary adjectival and secondary predicative function 4.
It can occur in the object function ( 5. PIREJKO 1968: 11-18 ). The -ta participle has been attested in other ancient IE languages (and thus a general consent on its antiquity), where it has been ascribed adjectival value as well cf Gr. klutÒj, Lat. inclutus 'famous ' (cf SZEMERÉNYI 1970: 297; BEEKES 1995: 280-281) .
Early grammars of NIA languages consistently treated the ergative construction as originating from the passive one. On the basis of its morphology (agent and patient marking) and verbal agreement it used to be termed the 'passive construction ' (e.g. KELLOG 1972 ' (e.g. KELLOG [1875 CHATTERJI 1970 CHATTERJI [1926 : 968-969) although semantically analyzed as active. 4 It was generally believed as well that a parallel construction in OPers was also of passive character (KENT 1953) . This view was later challenged by Benveniste, who proposed a possessive interpretation of the construction 'manā kr tam' (1) as being parallel to (30) and opposite to the passive construction (7) in which agents are marked by the ablative. (BENVENISTE [1966 : 194) According to Benveniste the possessive construction was reanalyzed as active perfect cf (6) with Lat. 'mihi fi lius est' > 'habeo fi lium' and (1) with Lat. 'mihi factum est' > 'habeo factum' (BENVENISTE [1966 .
This proposal gained considerable popularity and the connection between transitivity and possession was further elaborated in the typological perspective (cf ALLEN 1964) . Later on it was met with strong objection from CARDONA (1970) , who rejected the possesive interpretation of the OPers construction having demonstrated that in addition to the ablative the agent in the passive can also occur in the genitive. (8) utā-šām auramazdā nayi ayadiya And they.encl.Gen
Ahuramazda.Nom.sg. not rever.3.sg.imperf.pass.
And Ahuramazda was not revered by them. (DB.V.311-312) (CARDONA 1970: 2) What is more, he has suggested that the genitive agent in OPers is an innovation which replaced an earlier instrumental. Thus the Indic construction with the instrumental was a passive one and its alternant with the genitive could be explained as a result of "the interplay of nominal and verbal patterns" (CARDONA 1970: 8-9) . Although the transition from passive to ergative was postulated by scholars rather early, the theoretical model of such a shift appeared considerably later. One of the fi rst attempts has been made by Kuryłowicz in his paper arguing the stadial theory developed by Russian scholars. According to him there are two possible paths of development: either the ergative system arises from the nominative one or the process is the reverse. In nominative-accusative languages there exists an opposition of active vs. passive. If one of the members of the opposition disappears, it can result in a systemic change (Figure 1 ).
5 In Kuryłowicz's terminology absolutive or subjective; the term antipassive was coined more than 20 years later (cf DIXON 1979: 119 In this system the ergative can develop from the passive and the active from the antipassive. The transitions passive → ergative or ergative → passive are conditioned by a choice of stylistic variant in a given language since passive and antipassive are merely stylistic variants of active and ergative respectively. The fi rst path of development was postulated for IA languages (KURYŁOWICZ 1946: 390-393) .
Although, as has been mentioned before, the general proposals regarding the 'passive to ergative' transition were many, while the ones pertaining particularly to NIA developments appeared later and were actually only a few in number. MILTNER'S (1965) theoretical investigation regarding this matter has not gained much popularity, but it is in my opinion interesting enough and will be adduced here. In his very condensed paper he has tried to provide examples of all possible types of ergative construction in NIA languages on the basis of a theoretical structural model. There are eight structurally plausible ergative constructions in NIA (Table 1) .
T a b l e 1. Ergative constructions in NIA according to MILTNER (1965: 144) 
The possible path of development from the OIA passive to NIA ergative can be observed in the Figure 2: (agent marking, no object marking; OV concord) (MILTNER 1965: 144-145) This proposal, despite its great theoretical value, has certain defi ciencies, e.g. it eliminates constructions IIIa and IVb while IVb has been actually attested in Marwari The main objection which can be raised against this analysis is, however, the direction of the proposed changes. Construction IVa (and IVb as well) is marginal, while Ia is prevalent. One could assume also the reverse development, but the structural model presented by Miltner deals basically with the form and not the meaning of the ergative construction. In his later paper (MILTNER 1977) he has tried to remodel his earlier theory, but again he failed to notice the existence of the type represented by example (9) from Marwari. The point of departure in the proposed structural theory of transition is the same, i.e. the OIA passive as an antecedent of the NIA active, the main difference being the inclusion of the set of quasi-ergative and nominative sentences which were to prove the erosion of ergativity in NIA. Again however, at the end of the chain of structural changes from the OIA passive to the NIA active one fi nds rare constructions while those which occupy central position in NIA systems are perceived as close descendants of the OIA passive. Due to lack of space, further objections which could be raised against such form-oriented model will be not discussed here.
A similar reanalysis of the OIA passive as the NIA active has been postulated by Anderson on the basis, however, of a more general model. As far as morphology is concerned the 'activization' of the OIA passive consists in introducing accusative marking of the object (syntactic subject), e.g. in Hindi, and later expansion of AV agreement, e.g in Nepali. It is highly convergent with Miltner's transition Ia > Ib > IIb. Nevertheless Anderson has shown how the morphological evidence can be misleading (since historically morphology lags behind syntax) in interpreting NIA structures and he suggested the application of standard syntactic tests (refl exivization, equi-NP deletion, raising and conjunction reduction) which have the strength to verify the active character of the NIA ergative construction (ANDERSON 1977: 330-336) . On the other hand, the passive character of the OIA construction with instrumental agent have been accepted here a priori and no such tests have been postulated to check its status, which in turn could have falsifi ed Anderson's hypothesis (cf HOCK 1986) . What is more, having overlooked the validity of such tests for OIA, Anderson has maintained the 'passive to active' path of development in Indo-Iranian as typologically motivated -passive being close to perfect could fi ll the gap resulting from the loss of the infl ected perfect (ANDERSON 1977: 336) . A second branch of Indo-Iranian, namely the Iranian languages has reanalyzed the possessive construction as the active perfect (cf BENVENISTE 1974 (cf BENVENISTE [1966 . As long as a passive-perfect correlation has been postulated for IA, for Iranian it has been a possessive-perfect correlation. The former subject (possessum) became an object, while the oblique (possessor) was reinterpreted as a logical subject. Morphological marking of A (Gen.) and O (Nom.), refl ecting an earlier possessive relation, became the marker of perfect when infl ected forms disappeared. Later on the primary possessive construction incorporated accusative marking of O (an earlier possessum) moving towards full nominativity (ANDERSON 1977: 338-339) .
Thus the reconstruction of the complex path of development of ergativity in Indo-Iranian as seen by Anderson can be seen below (Figure 4 The possessive to active transition in Iranian, though it has not been discussed by Anderson, may also be compared with a shift parallel to the one which took place in IA -i.e. the introduction of the accusative object marking and the AV person agreement attested in Pamir languages. I brought him. (EDELMAN 1990: 110) The Roshani example fi nds close counterparts in Classical Armenian where the accusative marking of object was introduced into the ergative construction in the perfect. The above presented approach remains in concord with what had been before postulated by Benveniste; the reconstruction of the assumed 'passive to ergative' transition also displays considerable parallels with the one proposed by Miltner (cf ALLEN 1964; BENVENISTE 1974: 199-200; ANDERSON 1977: 340) . The divergent development of the ergative construction in Iranian and Indic postulated by Anderson has also been partly convergent with Cardona's and Benveniste's proposals, though overlooking Cardona's objections against the possessive theory.
The problem of the correlation between possessive and passive meanings of the participial construction with -ta has again been visited, but in a different spirit, by PIREJKO (1979) . According to her opinion, possessive and passive meanings are complementary and their coexistence is actually proved by the genitive marking of agents both in Indic and Iranian (OIA and OPer.) . Two constructions are thus parallel: possessive OPers manā puça astiy vs. OIA mama putra asti 'of me son is' and passive OPers. manā kr tam vs. OIA mama kr tam 'of me done'. This possessive-passive correlation is based on the very strong conviction that construction with -ta was of passive character, otherwise at least for OIA this hypothesis would prove invalid.
In addition to that, as was mentioned before (see ex. (7)), in the OPers. infl ectional passive agents could also be marked by the genitive (as well as the ablative) while in OIA it was marked basically by the instrumental (cf JAMISON 1979a: 200) Pirejko was however wrong in, saying that very early in OIA the instrumental took over the genitive when in fact we have a preponderance of the genitive agents over the instrumental ones in the Brahmanas (cf OERTEL 1939) and we still fi nd genitive marking in Aśoka's inscriptions and in Classical Sanskrit (cf PIREJKO 1979: 486) .
Sumarizing, her model of the development if the ergative construction in Indo-Iranian can be shown below ( Figure 5 ). (KOROLEV 1965: 133) iii) both i) and ii)
iii) introduction of the clitic pronouns (PIREJKO 1968: 51-60) Fig. 5. Reconstruction of the PIREJKO'S (1968: 36-46; model of the development of ergativity in IndoIranian (cf also SKALMOWSKI 1986: 163-210) (PIREJKO 1968: 36-46; 1979: 486; SKALMOWSKI 1986: 163-210) The main point in Pirejko's analysis seems to be a stadial decay of ergativity in both Indic and Iranian. Although her investigation basically focuses on the Iranian branch, the remarks concerning ergativity in NIA are also of considerable value. Despite the differences in developments in Indic and Iranian, she has not failed to notice certain convergences (e.g. development of the clitic pronouns) which had been so far neglected. She has not discussed in detail the arguments against the archaic character of instrumental agents, but she has explicitly opted for the antiquity of genitive agents (PIREJKO 1979: 488 
There is, however, an unexpected conclusion to Pirejko's investigation, namely, that the modern analytical agent markers in NIA imitate the semantics of the old infl ected instrumental. This can only be explained by the fact that the presented model as well as Miltner's was mainly based on the morphological evidence (PIREJKO 1979: 487-488) .
As we will see in the next section, the controversy over the possible 'passive or ergative' shift arose when the fi rst critics of the passive character of the -ta construction appeared. Now however, I would like to return to the traditional view which has been revived in linguistic literature in a more theoretical framework of functional grammar ( Figure 6 ). BUBENIK (1989: 379) In OIA there existed an opposition of unmarked aorist active and marked non-fi nite passive participial expressions of past perfective events. In MIA this marked expression became unmarked (as the sole means to express past perfective events) while the old unmarked active aorist went out of use. Later on in NIA (e.g. Hindi) a new passive emerged and the ergative construction became the member of the active-passive opposition retaining only morphological ergativity. Such a model has been evaluated by Bubenik, who also pointed out several individual IA developments (BUBENIK 1989b; 1998: 133-160) . His view on the character of the -ta participle has been based on the very traditional opinion stating that -ta has stative force with intransitive verbs and passive-like quality with transitive ones. On the other hand he has agreed that the -ta participle is inherited from PIE, where it was ergative (BUBENIK 1989b: 382) . This would implicitly assume the shift from the PIE ergative-absolutive to the OIA nominative-acusative system and then again as postulated later (this time explicitly) shift from the OIA nominative-accusative to the MIA ergativeabsolutive system.
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According to Bubenik the IA languages abandoned possessive construction with the genitive in favour of the instrumental, although other IE languages retained genitive marking (cf JAMISON 1979b for an directly opposite opinion), only the north-western IA languages (e.g. Sindhi, Lahnda) utilized possessive suffi xes which are cliticized to the past participle (BUBENIK 1989b: 387) . One of his main theses is that the ergative construction developed in MIA as a result of restructuring the case system inherited from OIA. When the distinction nominative vs. accusative was lost, there emerged the absolutive which could mark both O and S. As a consequence, the contrast between ergative and passive constructions disappeared and to fi ll the existing systemic gap the new analytic passive was introduced (either with auxiliary jn or with copula). For both constructions i.e. passive and ergative the -ta participle was used in a predicative function and it has been assumed that its usage with auxiliary jn (ex. (11)) or with copula (ex. (13)) in the passive construction reveals its original passive character (BUBENIK 1989b: 389-390) . For the sake of clarity the active ones are added to the corresponding passive sentences ( (12) and (14), (14a) This view would correspond to the one expressed by Anderson, who has seen passive transformation as the possible source of the perfective aspect marker (and thus the source of ergativity) (ANDERSON 1977: 336) I fi nd, however, the interpretation of the passive character of the -ta participle not convincing -it seems to be a petitio principi when its character is explained by the passive character of the construction in which it occurs and then, conversely, the passive character of the construction is justifi ed by the passive character of the -ta participle. Passive can be systematically opposed to active and once ergative is confronted with passive (as a plausible substitute of active-passive opposition) the whole concept of ergativity becomes opaque. There are, nevertheless, certain valuable fi ndings which received proper attention in Bubenik's model, namely the clitization of the pronominal suffi xes and of the copula to the -ta participle. The IA languages choose different clitization strategies: i) the copula can be cliticized to intransitive verbs, and pronominal suffi xes to transitive verbs (e.g. Sindhi, Lahnda); ii) the copula is cliticized to intransitive verbs (and transitive ones in the imperfective aspect) and in the perfective aspect transitive verbs receive only the bare -ta participle (western IA); iii) the copula is cliticized to intransitive and transitive verbs (eastern IA) (BUBENIK 1989b: 391-393; 1998: 145-147) . The examples for all three techniques can be found in the following sentences i) (15) and (16) from Sindhi; ii) (17), (18) and (19) from Gujarati; iii) (20) and (21) The developments seen above demand additional commentary. While it is true, that western IA languages use the bare -ta stem in the perfect aspect, it seems that the same applies to intransitive verbs at least in some IA languages (e.g. Hindi m gy 'I went'). The uniform clitization of copula as in iii should lead to full nominativity. It is thus obscure to me how the existence of the certain cliticized forms from Old Awadhi could be explained. The verbal forms based on the -ta participle with cliticized copula 8 both intransitive and transitive (showing OV agreement) which fulfi l the structural condition for ergativity (cf (22), (23) Developing object marking has been seen by Bubenik as a step towards nominativization (cf views of Pirejko and Miltner). The construction with the unmarked object resembles structurally former passive but still has 'ergative (=object) agreement', while the construction with the marked object -ko is more verbal (lack of agreement) (BUBENIK 1989b: 395) . But in his later work the author calls the former construction semi-ergative while the latter ergative (BUBENIK 1996: 177-178) which is entirely in contradiction with the earlier proposed semantics of this development.
FROM OIA ERGATIVE TO NIA ERGATIVE
As we have seen above, not only traditional Sanskrit grammars (e.g. Delbrück, Macdonell) favored the view that the -ta participle was a passive participle, but also many contemporary linguists accepted this view and even elaborated on this basis the theory of a 'passive to ergative' shift in the IA languages. Early however, the concept was called into question. In his reanalysis of the construction with the -ta participle in Iranian Benveniste offered a new interpretation in which he considered this participial form to be a proper active periphrastic perfect, parallel in its structure to the possessive construction (such structural parallelism being attested in other IE languages) (cf BENVENISTE 1974: 195-196) . It has been noticed by DEBRUNNER (1954: 576-587 ) that the -ta participle displays Janus-like nature being of passive and active character, having past and present tense reference, having participial and adjectival LP LI KRZYSZTOF STROŃSKI (also nominal) status. As I have mentioned above, the proponents of the passive character of the -ta participle used to interpret it actively in case of intransitive, and passively in case of transitive verbs (see fn 2). Those who subscribe to the opposite view state that the construction with -ta was originally ergative and it was the source of the contemporary ergative construction in the NIA languages. Thus on the basis of the structural equation derived from the Dixonian theory of ergativity (DIXON 1979) it has been suggested by KLAIMAN (1978: 206) that the -ta participle is ergative since it treats (or indexes) intransitive subjects and transitive patients (sic!) the same way. Klaiman has confused syntactic with semantic categories and, what is more, she has maintained her view, being at the same time aware of the existence of the impersonal construction with the -ta participle derived from intransitive verbs that certainly could weaken the advocated equation S=O. In Classical Sanskrit the -ta participle could occur in predicative function in the following constructions: (24) mayā brahmano dr s t ah Vedas are read by him.
There is however a set of verbs of the class IV th whose passive differs from the present only in accentuation -passives have a suffi x while middle presents have root accentuation. The rule which holds for Vedic is that a verbal root attested in -ya present can have either suffi x accented passives or root accented non-passive presents. Only about 20 verbs have fl uctuating accentuation which is not connected in any way with semantic feature correlation (cf MACDONELL 1968 (cf MACDONELL [1910 KULIKOV 1998a: 342-343; 1998b: 145) . 10 In some cases both root and suffi x accented forms e.g. jī yate (RV) jīyáte (AV) 'suffers loss'
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, pramī yate (TS) pramīyáte (MS) 'dies' can be interpreted actively with subjects in the nominative in other cases both forms receive passive interpretation ucchísyate (TB) ucchisyáte (ŚB) 'is left' (KULIKOV 1998b: 144-146 ). Thus we can postulate that S and O might have the same case marking.
There is one more problem arising from Klaiman's analysis, namely the use of the middle (atmanepadam). The basic voice opposition in OIA was defi nitely active-medium and not active-passive and this can be proved by comparison with other IE languages. Confronting active with passive at this stage of IA is, according to me, systematically wrong. Let us consider the following examples sácate, ›pomai, seqetur which are media tantum and are solely subject oriented. Furthermore, we fi nd yájati/yájate qÚei/qÚetai 'he offers a sacrifi ce for somebody/for himself' which are active -mediopassive also subject oriented whose passive counterparts appeared considerably later (SZEMERÉNYI 1970: 234, 238) . It is the bipartite opposition which was later on replaced by the tripartite one but both OIA and Greek show that early IE languages were still in process of this transformation.
Klaiman might be right in claiming that the construction with -ta was already in OIA ergative, OIA being a split-ergative language. The split, however, appeared according to KLAIMAN (1978: 206) on a tense basis (-ta participle being named 'past participle' without any aspectual characteristics) while in NIA there exists an aspect-based split. Why should NIA thus continue the OIA ergative construction but abandon the tense split? It has been convincingly demonstrated that NIA has retained the MIA aspectual split, having retained certain continuity (BUBENIK 1996a: 161-166; 1998: 104-117) .
There are two more points of Klaiman's theory which are worth mentioning here. She is certainly correct in stating that there were no two different -ta participles for intransitive and transitive verbs respectively, and she is also right in saying, that the passive developed later than the -ta based ergative construction, but the view that the passive emerged due to prior existence of the ergative construction must be considered at least dubious (KLAIMAN 1978: 207, 210) .
The second point has been criticized by Hock, who has considered the passive to be a category inherited from PIE. The fact, that middle voice forms served as passives in OIA, cannot be a proof of the antiquity of the passive and, what is more, the -ya formation (which is limited to the present and imperfect) and the 3sg. aorist in -i are innovations on the ground of IA (cf GONDA 1951: 82; KULIKOV 2006) . 12 Since Hock based his investigation only on the oldest texts, his conclusions are different from Klaiman's, although the starting point is the same -the construction wih the -ta participle was originally ergative. According to Hock, in early Vedic, passives in -ya from intransitive verbs with instrumental S (demotional passive) are not attested, while constructions with the -ta participle and gerundives from intransitives with nominative A (non-demotional construction) do appear e.g. áditir jātám áditir jánitvam 'Aditi is the born, Aditi is that which is [yet] to be born' (RV 1.89.10) (HOCK 1986: 19) . Since in both -ta and gerundive constructions A occurs in Instr. or in Gen.
(and for gerundives from an early stage also in Dat.) both constructions are interpreted as ergative ones. Hock considers even the gerundive more ergative than the -ta participle, but this assumption is based on the obligatory S demotion. One must not however forget about the optional demotional construction allowed in classical Sanskrit of the type maya suptam 'I (Instr.) slept (PPP)' which has been briefl y discussed by Klaiman (see above) and surprisingly totally neglected by Hock. 13 In the theory according to which the NIA construction can be traced back to the OIA ergative one, several changes can be explained by the convergent behavior of the three constructions, namely the -ta participle, gerundive and passive. During the transition from OIA to MIA genitive marking of A in the --ta construction was lost in favour of the instrumental the shift from subject prominent to agent prominent took place (cf also -L EHMANN 1976).
The former shift can be explained in terms of the convergent (with gerundive and passive) case marking of A, while the latter can be observed by the investigation of the parallel constituent order -the OAV order (as in gerundive and passive) is being replaced in the latter language by the AOV order. The transition from so called 'P-oriented' to 'A-oriented' type is attested, among the aforementioned factors, by the control of absolutives. The data gathered by Hock, though rather limited, allows us to assume that early Vedic shows the control of absolutives by the surface subject (O) of the higher clause, while in the later language it is always A which controls absolutives. There are together 6 occcurences of O control and 38 of A control (including only one attestation with the -ta participle, the rest being gerundives -32 and passives -6) (HOCK 1986: 21-22) .
Due to scarcity of absolutives controlled by 'P-oriented' constructions the hypothesis must be formulated with great caution.
Hock's conclusion is an intermediate solution between the traditional view and Klaiman's theory. According to him, contemporary ergative constructions in NIA have their source both OIA ergative and OIA passive (e.g. the case of Marathi and Konkani). As far as certain forms which are referred to as ergative, namely the one with pāhijet in Marathi and optative in Konkani, Hock seems to be misled by morphological factors (HOCK 1986: 25) . The construction with pāhhijet and optative in Konkani are not ergatives. pāhhijet refl ects OIA passive in -ya-but it also refers to imperative in Hindi e.g. kijiye or to the construction with chahiye (cf MONTAUT 2004a: 114 A dative/ergative syncretism has emerged recently in Hindi, probably under the infl uence of Punjabi, where agents in modal sentences expressing obligation receive an ergative postposition. The alternation dative/ergative ( (32) and (33)) does not show the same semantic distinction as the residual alternation nominative/ergative ((34), (35)), which is based on the semantic opposition 'conscious/uncoscious', although it has been noticed, that ko is more restricted to situations where there is a strong compulsion and ne remains more neutral and its range continues to expand (BASHIR 1999: 30 A boy coughed.
It has to be added as well that such syncretism is attested in Rajasthani dialects, in which the -ne postposition serves as the dative/accusative and an ergative marker, being thus used as the agentive marker in perfective aspect and in obligatory construction. In Pahari dialects the instrumental/eragative syncretism of the -le postposition has the same functional value. What is more, the construction with pāhhije does not fulfi l the formal criterion of ergativity while both A an S can be marked by the dative or the instrumental. If we have a closer look at the optative in Marathi 14 it becomes clear that it should not be considered ergative either. Both A and S are marked by the instrumental and this would bring the construction closer to gerundive than ergative. He should do the jobs. (PANDHARIPANDE 2007: 709; cf also BĀSUTKAR 1985: 172-175 and HOCK 2007) Despite the main claim of Hock's that OIA has shifted from a 'P-oriented' to 'A-oriented' language, it has been proved by PETERSON (1998) in his very insightful work that we cannot trace in the history of OIA and MIA the shift of any subject properties -the argu-LP LI KRZYSZTOF STROŃSKI ment so often adduced by the proponents of the 'passive to ergative' transition (cf COMRIE 1978: 368-379) . Peterson has demonstrated, though on a relatively small corpus, that OIA and MIA must have operated on an A/S pivot, thus excluding the plausibility of the 'passive to ergative' development. Nevertheless his hypothesis differs signifi cantly from Klaiman's and Hock's.
First of all the -ta participle has been reinterpreted as a resultative construction which is 'passive-like' when derived from transitive verbs and 'active-like' when derived from intransitive verbs. Thus such a resultative form refers to the state of O or S respectively (PETERSON 1998: 190 ). Peterson's notion of 'the resultative construction' is identical with 'the stative construction' which has been considered a source of ergativity in tense/aspectsplit-ergative languages (cf TRASK 1979: 397) . The stative character of the -ta participle is refl ected in NIA languages ((38a) and (39a)). It could have been reinterpreted statively ((38b) and (39b)) or actively ((38c) and (39c)). In the case of transitive verbs (58) He has sat down. (cf VAN OLPHEN: 1978: 188-189) Peterson actually has explored a general model proposed by TRASK (1979) who in turn, regarding the status of the -ta participle and its development, relied on VAN OLPHEN (1978) . The generalizations made by Trask have been a sound support for Peterson's hypothesis. Since IA languages are considered to be the most representative members of the so called 'type B' ergative languages, some of the Trask's formulations must be viewed at least cautiously, e.g. "If there is verbal agreement, the verb may agree with the direct object in number (and in gender languages, in gender) but not in person" (TRASK 1979: 388 I gave you a book. (DAS 2006: 234, 238) Peterson however has referred Trask's theory to Pali for which this generalizations seem to be correct. According to Peterson, a resultative verbal adjective with attached copula used to express the periphrastic perfect of the intransitive verbs while with the genitive (denoting possesion) and instrumental (denoting concomitance) used to express the periphrastic perfect of transitive verbs. This development must have taken place along with gradual change of the status of the verbal adjective, which became a part of the verbal system denoting action (prior to the moment of speaking) and its results (perfect form). Later on this perfect either with possessor or concomitant A developed into evidential and simple past (PETERSON 1998: 186-202) .
There is hardly any doubt that perfect could result from the possessive construction and since in OIA there was no verb 'to have' the genitive of posession was employed as an agent marker. As we could see before, this line of development has been suggested for IndoIranian and Armenian by Benveniste.
Peterson however has decided to extend the range of possible antecedents of the ergative construction by including concomitant construction with the instrumental. Thus the semantic correlation of possession vs. agency has been completed by another one of concomitance vs. agency (PETERSON 1998: 207-239) , which has also been found in the gerundive.
In this context Trask's view, that ergative languages of the 'type B' frequently display ergative and possessive (genitive) syncretism required modifi cation. Peterson, having added the possible correlation of concomitancy vs. agency, has found a justifi cation for the prevalent agent marking in IA, namely the instrumental (TRASK 1979: 399; PETERSON 1998: 217 fn) .
Some of the arguments advocated by Peterson in favor of the ergative interpretation of the construction with the -ta participle have been also adduced by BYNON (2005) who has tried to focus primarily on the semantics of the verb forming the -ta participle. The main theses of the Bynon's insightful paper can be summarized as follows: the source of the ergative construction in Indo-Iranian was anticausative -the anticausative served as evidential -the agent was the genitive-marked possessor raised out of its nominal phrase and -reanalyzed as subject the instrumental marker was an innovation. -The possessive character of the construction with the -ta participle, as we could see above, has been strongly supported by Peterson. He, however, has tried to explain the in-LP LI KRZYSZTOF STROŃSKI strumental marking in terms of concomitance, while Bynon treats the instrumental marking as an innovation serving to eliminate ambiguity arising due to wide range of the genitive functions (maker of the possessor, agent, benefi ciary). Regarding the antiquity of genitive marking, Bynon has based her assumptions on Jamison's statistical data from early Vedic (JAMISON 1979a) and Oertel's statistical data, which refers to Vedic prose texts (OER-TEL 1939). Oertel's countings have shown a serious preponderance of the genitive marked agents over the instrumental ones with the ratio 4:1, which has been considered by some scholars as 'highly infl ated ' (HOCK 1986: 20) and 'not indicative of the direction of change' (BYNON 2005: 26) . On the other hand, Jamison in her analysis of RV texts has tried to challenge the antiquity of the genitive marking (JAMISON 1979a: 133) showing the prevalence of the instrumental agents.
However Jamison has analyzed the construction with the -ta participle as passive and this interpretation has been rejected by Bynon who has argued that in RV there was a construction with the genitive agent which was a part of the evidential system of OIA and which could not be derived from the passive (BYNON 2005: 25) .
From the fact that genitive possessors serving as agents in main clauses are not attested in RV (JAMISON gives only one example 1979b: 134) Bynon concludes that it is only as late as Vedic prose texts where we have clearly ergative construction, while RV texts include an earlier stage of the development of it called 'pre-ergative construction' (BYNON 2005: 15-16) .
I share Bynon's conclusion that the comparative data speaks for the antiquity of the genititve agent, but I would dare to say that some of her arguments partly contradict her view (e.g. Oertel's data can be considered an indicator of the direction of changes). What is more, the theory of the raised possessor and the evidential perfect based on the -ta participle has been based on very ample data from RV. Whether a fully fl edged evidentiality system existed in OIA or not is a matter of controversy. Already Whitney noticed that Panini's rule regarding the use of the perfect for events not witnessed by the speaker was not observed at any period (WHITNEY 1990 (WHITNEY [1888 : 295-296). According to Speijer, the rule was observed in classical Sanskrit in 'the practice of good authors' (SPEIJER 1998 (SPEIJER [1888 : 247-248). Cardona on the other hand gives examples of the employment of the perfect as prescribed by Panini from Vedic texts, maintaining the view that the system in which imperfect, aorist and perfect were employed for three different purposes was not a norm in Vedic (CARDONA 2007: 126-127 ) but it could have been at an earlier stage of OIA (CARDONA 2007: 138) . The similar conclusion was reached by Peterson who has postulated very early development of the perfect into evidential as being plausible from the typological perspective (PETERSON 1998: 203-204) . If Cardona's and Peterson's intuitions proved to be correct, the inclusion of the -ta participle into evidential system done by Bynon would be justifi ed.
On the other hand the gerundive construction very often analyzed along with the -ta participle, well attested and often treated as more ergative than the one with -ta, shows evidential usage at a considerably later stage of IA, namely in later Pali and classical Sanskrit (cf BUBENIK 1998: 192) . This could cast a shade of doubt on Bynon's analysis.
However the most controversial point in Bynon's theory is the interpretation of the Vedic pre-ergative construction as an intransitive main clause with the raised possessor. The German construction labeled here as 'ergative construction' is given as a possible parallel to the Vedic 'pre-ergative' one i.e. The extra argument in German (and in Polish) marked by the dative and in Hindi by the instrumental is added to the intransitive structure ( (45), (46) and (47)) and it denotes the socalled inadvertent actor (cf MONTAUT 2004a; 2004b: 210; cf also BYNON 2005: 46) . Also the 'semantic-pragmatic' possessive relationship between the inadvertent actor and the nominal phrase can be verifi ed by ill formed (48) and at least very odd (49) and (50) (possible to utter in a situation when the actor has accidentally burnt the potatoes which belong to the other person or which she or he has been preparing for the other person).
(45)
Meine Kartoffeln sind angebrannt. 15 It has to be mentioned here that the distribution of the ergative verbs with inadvertent actors is always language specifi c. E.g. my Hindi informants were unanimous in rejecting the sentences with the verb un 'to break (intr.)' and the nominal phrase denoting some parts of the body while the same sentences in Slavic are perfectly acceptable:
* mjh-se d t ugy (I.Obl.-Instr. tooth. break. aux.PPP.sg.) 'I (accidentaly) broke (my) tooth. ' (Hindi) Up to this point Bynon's speculations can be verifi ed positively (although she has not done it on the basis of the NIA material except from Sinhala). But as she herself states, in the case of unaccusative and ergative verbs the 'ergative construction' of German type (42) could spread to transitive verbs but it did not happen in German (cf BYNON 2005: 51) nor in NIA languages (e.g. Hindi, Marathi). The construction with the inadvertent actor is an innovation as other modal constructions with the instrumental agent are, e.g. negative modal passives (intransitive and transitive) with a reluctant actor or negative intransitives with an ineffi cient actor (cf KELLOG 1972 (cf KELLOG [1875 MONTAUT 2004b: 208-209) . 16 As far as unaccusative and ergative verbs are concerned, Sinhala shows a similar tendency to Hindi -the construction marked by -atiŋ (51a) appears with involitive verbs.
Bynon states, that it is an 'evidential' form, which exists in the whole spectrum of lexical verbs in Sinhala (BYNON 2005: 55) , which seems to be a far-fetched conclusion, since these constructions fi rst of all denote involuntary and accidental participation of the agent.
Let us consider a few more examples which clearly show the distribution of intransitive verbs (unaccusatives and ergatives) in Hindi and involitive verbs in Sinhala with instrumental agents ((51a) and (52a)) and in agentless constructions ((51b) and (52b)). The construction with the instrumental agent is mainly used in the context of capability and accidental action (cf MASICA 1993: 357) . Certain anticausatives of the Hindi type banna 'to be built' do not occur with instrumental agents (inadvertent actors) (53a) and if they do so, the use is restricted to patientless constructions denoting capability (53a 1 ). This however does not apply to Sinhala (54a), where the construction with involitive 'to build' is acceptable. For the sake of clarity the basic constructions with the instrumental agent (a) are contrasted here with the agentless counterparts which are clearly anticausative (b) and also with the transitive counterparts denoting conscious and not accidental action and showing different agent marking (c). 16 In Punjabi negative passives with agents (in Abl.) have the same status as in Hindi (SIEKLUCKA 1998: 130) . In Gujarati passive sentences with overt agents (in Abl.) always denote accidental actions, permissibility or ability, in Marathi intransitive verbs with instrumental agents express non-volitional actions and transitives convey the meanings of capability, in Kashmiri passives from transitive verbs (with agents in Erg.) convey the meaning of the personal passive or capability, while those from intransitives (with agents in the nominative) only capability meanings (SAVEL 'EVA 1965: 51; CARDONA, SUTHAR 2007: 686; PANDHARIPANDE 2007: 711-712; KOUL 2007: 918, 947 The house has got built quickly. (BYNON 2005: 54) In Hindi the instrumental agents used with transitive verbs denote passive agents and in negative contexts they carry additional meaning of reluctance (55) There are also relatively rare positive patientless constructions with transitive verbs and instrumental agents like (57a) and positive constructions with intransitive verbs (58a) which are said to be derived from (57b) and (58b) The extension of the modal negative intransitives (anticausatives) to transitives is a relatively late phenomenon (cf MONTAUT 2004b: 208) and it cannot be taken into consideration with any certainty regarding the possible explanation for the development of ergative construction in IA. We can see that the distribution of the intransitive form with the instrumental agent is rather restricted and that the involitive and accidental meaning is more basic than the evidential one. The intransitives (unaccusatives and ergatives) appearing with the instrumental are later developments although some forms were already attested in classical Sanskrit (e.g. aforementioned mayā suptam 'I (Instr.) slept (PPP.neutr)'). Intransitives in NIA derived from OIA passives e.g. ban 'to be made' (OIA varn yate) > banā 'to make' (BLOCH 1965: 242) would point to the passive origin of that construction (hence the instrumental agent marking) and this is not consistent with the main lines of Bynon's theory.
There are however few more aspects of the Bynon's proposal which should be discussed here: First of all her interpretation of the genitive of possession as a raised possessor has rather weak justifi cation. Since in early OIA possessive pronouns are a rarity (cf MACDONNELL 1999 (cf MACDONNELL [1916 : 112-113) the only available construction expressing possessor was the one with the genitive. OIA did not know the construction with inadvertent actor which is attested in NIA and also in German and Slavic. As I see it, the examples given by Bynon actually speak against her theory. Sanskrit sentence (60) can be rendered in Hindi only by means of the genitive equivalent for the possessors (61) not the instrumental agent, which would imply a person's accidental involvement in the action of (62). It seems that unaccusatives were in OIA agentless and they continue to be so in NIA with the exception of in/capability contexts but its marking being exclusively instrumental (the interesting fact is that German and Polish use the dative, the genitive being restricted to possessive meanings). (60) yásya grā vā api śīryáte Who (accidentally) breaks his/her pressing stone.
There is a pragmatic difference between the sentences of the type represented by (42), (43), and (44), and of the type represented by (45), (46), (47) and I would argue that only sentences of the latter type were available in OIA since they show a real use of unaccusative/ anticausative verbs while the former type with the inadvertent actor appeared considerably later.
Another problem raised by Bynon, very closely connected with oblique marking of the agent in OIA, is the status of the verb used in the ergative construction. One of the main claims of Bynon is that the source of the ergative construction is an anticausative which served as evidential. The evidential reading of some RV passages is not very soundly justifi ed, but the use of the anticausative is doubtless. I see here many (although not direct) parallels with the early works of Klimov. It is rather undisputable that as early as in OIA the opposition transitive vs. intransitive is an operational one. But the existence of non-agentive intransitives with -ya presents (which allow passive and anticausative reading) and the existence of non-agentive intransitives with tense-aspect based split causativity (allowing either transitive-causative or anticausative reading) seems to point directly towards active vs. inactive opposition, so often proposed as prior to the transitive vs. intransitive one (cf e.g. KLI-MOV 1973a: 204-258; SCHMIDT 1979) . There are groups of intransitive verbs in NIA which take both nominative and ergative S. These series of verbs are very well documented across languages and in Hindi they include e.g. chi kn 'sneeze', kh sn 'cough', mutn 'urinate', mitln 'vomit', dakrn 'belch' (others like k pn 'tremble' or bh kn 'bark' are used less systematically with the ergative marking) (cf MONTAUT 2004b: 181) . Such a group of labile or diffusive verbs is also considered to be one of the properties of languages of active typology (cf KLIMOV 1973a: 234) . Intransitive (anticausative) verbs originating from OIA passives in Hindi and their Marathi or Sinhala involitive counterparts might be a secondary development, but they can indicate as well that the opposition inactive vs. active has been to some extent preserved in NIA. This problem I would like however to discuss in the last section of the present paper.
It must be emphasized here that arguments in favour of the active character of the -ta participle have been adduced essentially on the basis of internal Indo-Iranian evidence, and have been rarely supported by typological data. There has been, however, an attempt to explain the active (hence not passive) character of the periphrastic construction with -ta using other empirical evidence, namely the translation of OPers texts into Elamite and Akkadian. The existing trilingual material shows that periphrastic perfect construction in OPers of the type manā kr tam (ex. (1)) was translated always actively into both in Elamite and in Akkadian and the passive construction represented by ex. (7) was rendered in both languages passively (SKALMOWSKI 1976) . Although the data is not informative about the status of the periphrastic perfect in the OPers verbal system, the active status of the construction with the -ta participle has so far not found better confi rmation. Therefore the active status of the periphrastic perfect in OPers could further support the view regarding the ergative character of the construction in Indo-Iranian.
THE INTERMEDIATE SOLUTION
The main streams in the theory of the origin of ergativity in IA were founded either on the earlier passive or directly ergative character of the construction with the -ta participle. The intermediate view has been expressed in the works of ANDERSEN (1985; 1986a; 1986b) , who tried to account for the different agent marking in OIA and MIA i.e. the instrumental and the genitive. His main contention has been that at the morpho-syntactic level there is no difference between the passive and the ergative constructions. Both constructions, namely the one with the instrumental and that with the genitive agent (in OIA and MIA) can be analysed passively or ergatively, since they both do satisfy the conditions of ergativity which are generally accepted i.e. that S has the same marking as O and A is marked in a different way.
According to Andersen the genitive and the instrumental agent marking in OIA and MIA are sanctioned by their pragmatic status. In the construction with the -ta participle and the genitive agent the genitive represents old information and is usually defi nite and animate, whereas the patient is new information and less animate. In the construction with the instrumental agent the instrumental conveys new information and the patient is old information. These are typological features of the ergative and passive constructions respectively, which also agree with Silverstein's animacy (or empathy) hierarchy (SILVERSTEIN 1976: 122; AN-DERSEN 1985: 48-51; 1986a: 75-80; 1986b: 10) .
In OIA the majority of genitive agents (according to Andersen's counting 85%) represent old information; thus they can be considered ergative agents. Andersen however has come to the conclusion that if only constructions with genitive agents are old ergatives and those with instrumental agents are passives, the genitive marking must be regarded as older and it constitutes a residual system in OIA (ANDERSEN 1986b: 13) . Andersen has extended his theory to MIA, analyzing the inscriptions of King Aśoka. His proposal has been criticized by Bynon, who actually has not fi nd any serious counterevidence to verify such criticism (BYNON 2005: 32) .
There is, however, a problem in inscriptions where the enclitic pronoun me 'I' appears which can be interpreted both as the genitive and the instrumental. Andersen has found that 31 out of 35 examples of the use of me confi rm that they convey old information, i.e. they are genitives (ANDERSEN 1986a: 84-85 This dhamma-inscription has been was caused to be written by me after I had been anointed for 26 years.
This view was challenged later on by Bubenik, who has stated that agreement with the preceding modifi er in the instrumental speaks in favour of the instrumental reading of me. What is more, pronouns represent speech act participants and they always convey old information (BUBENIK 1989: 386; 1996: 173) . Instrumental treatment of me would thus lead to the possible passive interpretation of sentences comprising this enclitic.
Another important feature of the genitive and the instrumental agent marking is a presumable difference in control exercised by the agent over the action. Dealing with the problem in both of his papers on MIA and OIA respectively, Andersen expressed two entirely opposite views. In the former paper he favored the view that it is the genitive agent that has more control over the action than the instrumental one (ANDERSEN 1986a: 90-91) and in the latter he opted for the instrumental (1986b: 13). This contradiction actually has undermined the main theses of his theory and the arguments which were supposed to support the view that the genitive agents have more control speak against the explanations given in the paper where the instrumental agents have been favored. 17 E.g. genitive agents confi ned to certain types of verbs in OIA are rather experiencers and thus have always less control over the actions than the real agents (cf COMRIE 1981: 51-56; and for the opposite opinion cf ANDERSEN 1986a: 90-91).
If the genitive agent is to have more control than the instrumental one it is only because of its status as the old ergative. We would thus expect that if genitive agents in OIA had represented ergative agents, they would have had more control than instrumental ones.
INDO-ARYAN ERGATIVITY AS A RESULT OF LANGUAGE CONTACT
It was noticed already by REGAMEY (1954: 365, 378 ) that certain infl uences on the formation of the ergative construction in the IA languages could have been owing to the foreign substratum. The theory of the origin of ergativity in IA based on the language contact within the South-Asia linguistic area has been, however, developed by Zakharyin, who has tried to apply the achievements of the contensive typology methods elaborated by KLIMOV (e.g. 1973) .
Following Klimov, ZAKHARYIN rejected the possibility of the 'nominative to ergative' shift as typologically not plausible (1979: 54), but unlike Klimov (who saw the origin of IA 17 The relation between control hierarchy and case marking in Hindi has been widely discussed by Montaut, who has analyzed the problem with regard to subject properties. The semantic notion of control is refl ected in the morphosyntax and in predicate-argument structure. Oblique main arguments (representing agents, experiencers, possessors) show a different degree of sensitivity to grammatical relations (conjunctive reduction, refl exivization, equi NP deletion) which can be observed along the following lines: Erg. -Instr. -Dat. -Gen. This in turn correlates with the hierarchy of the subject properties (MONTAUT 2003) . There are however theories placing the genitive higher in the control hierarchy (cf BUTT 2005b: 11), which I fi nd unmotivated at least in the context of NIA. ergativity in the infl uence of the vernacular languages of the Proto-Burushaski type (cf KLI-MOV & EDEL 'MAN 1970: 13-15) Zakharyin has proposed that the nominative IA languages were infl uenced by the active remainders. Thus active residue is e.g. attested in colloquial Sinhala, and Sinhala diglossia could be accounted for by long contact with languages of different typologies (ZAKHARYIN 1979: 61-62) . The case of 'consistent ergativity' (Zakharyin's formulation) in Dardic can likely be explained by means of the language contact with Tibetan and not with Burushaski (ZAKHARYIN 1979: 67-68) . But as was demonstrated later on, none of the substrata proposed by Russian scholars ie. Proto-Burushaski and Tibetan could be taken seriously into consideration (TIKKANEN 1988: 315-317) , and thus their role in the formation of ergativity in IA must be rejected.
There is no doubt that ergativity in the NIA languages is in the process of transition towards nominativity and that the continuum of diminishing ergativity has been established between Dardic and the western IA languages, but Zakharyin has precluded the existence of ergativity in the eastern IA languages, treating them as originally nominative (ZAKHARYIN 1978: 60) . Even if ample examples of passive constructions from Old Bengali (CHATTERJI 1970: 742-743, 808, 946-947) are not convincing, we have a clear evidence from Old Awadhi (SAXENA 1971 (SAXENA [1937 : 241-242) and from Old Maithili (JHA 1958: 578-579 ) that kind of ergative construction was actually in use. What is more, at least one of the eastern IA languages, namely Angika displays ergative agent marking, although with the consistent AV agreement (cf DAS 2006: 222-224) making it not less ergative than e.g. Nepali.
It must be thus concluded that in tits present form Zakharyin's proposal seems to be untenable. The evidence from the Old Eastern IA dialects speaks against their earlier full nominativity. Being an eager proponent of the Klimov's theory of ergativity, Zakharyin has overlooked the fact that the condition of ergativity formulated by Klimov (KLIMOV 1973a: 48; ZAKHARYIN 1979: 60) ), actually identical with the one presented later on by Dixon, is applicable to both NIA and OIA. Zakharyin has applied this condition only to NIA, qualifying OIA as nominative and some NIA as ergative, e.g. Nepali (ZAKHARYIN 1979: 56-57) , as did also Klimov in his early work on the theory of ergativity (KLIMOV 1973a: 52) . What is interesting here, is that later on, Klimov denied the ergative typology of the NIA languages, classifying them (including Shina which according to Zakharyin is 'ergative with the developing nominative' (ZAKHARYIN 1979: 68) ) as nominative with ergative morphology (KLIMOV 1983: 191-193) .
The theory which presumes that the emergence of ergativity in OIA can be conditioned by external factors, i.e. language contact, has at least a few defi ciencies. As has been demonstrated by TIKKANEN (1988) the Proto-Burushaski and Tibetan possible substrata are not serious candidates, since both of them display very general or totally unconvincing syntactic convergences with IA. The parallel of the OIA gerundial conjunctive in -tvā and -tya with the Burushaski past active conjunctive participle can not serve as a proof of any impact of Burushaski on OIA or vice versa (TIKKANEN 1987: 317-319) . Even the formation of the ergative construction in OIA is unlikely to owe anything to Proto-Burushaski -it is actually only Shina which shows ergativity patterns similar to Burushaski (TIKKANEN 1988: 309-316) .
18
18 A similar conclusion has been arrived at by Zakharyin who neglected the role of Burushaski as a language borrowing from IA rather than being a source of loans for IA (ZAKHARYIN 1979: 67 ; for a different opinion cf KLIMOV & EDELMAN 1970: 13-15) .
It was, however, earlier suggested that the ergative marker in Shina was borrowed from Tibetan (ANDERSON 1977: 343-347) .
The other language groups which have been considered substrata for OIA are Dravidian and Munda both being purely nominative although Munda 'with perceptible features of active typology' (KLIMOV 1976: 132) . Although there is an attested layer of Dravidian vocabulary in OIA , there is no doubt that the structural impact of the Dravidian stock on IA is a relatively late phenomenon -in and after MIA (TIKKANEN 1988: 319) . The contact of IA with Dravidian could have resulted in a gradual elimination of ergativity. The well attested example of nominativization can be observed in Dakkhini which, unlike Hindi-Urdu, has lost its ergative case marking due to isolation from other IA languages and long lasting infl uence of Dravidian (cf KACHRU 1986; ŠAMATOV 1974: 233-234; SCHMIDT 2007: 305) .
The assumable Munda substratum, both lexical and grammatical, has been found in the RV (cf WITZEL 1999 for an extensive study of the topic) but no syntactic infl uence has been recognized. There are however certain structural features which are likely to be perceived as a Munda substratum in Tibeto-Burman and IA languages, e.g. the vigesimal system, object and subject pronominal suffi xes, overt expression of inalienable possession, dual and exclusive vs. inclusive personal pronouns, some of them being typical attributes of languages of active typology (cf KLIMOV 1972; 1977: 109-111, 148-155; 1983: 91-95; TIKKANEN 1988: 319) .
Nevertheless, most of the areal features which could be owed to the proposed infl uence of a Munda substratum seem to be rather too universal, e.g. on one hand nominativization of the ergative typology can easily be accounted for by intrinsic factors, but on the other hand it might have been accelerated by Munda or later on by Dravidian. One cannot also preclude the possible existence of an early lost substratum (cf MASICA 1979; TIKKANEN 1988: 321; WITZEL 1999: 41-43) . Unless we are able to determine 'the language X', we are left with the substrata which either have had a limited structural impact on the IA languages (Burushaski, Tibetan) or which have induced nothing more than nominativization of the ergative pattern in the IA languages (Dravidian and Munda).
OTHER INTRINSIC FACTORS?
It has been suggested by some scholars that PIE (Pre-Indo-European) was an active/ ergative language (cf e.g. KLIMOV 1973a; SCHMIDT 1979; STEFAŃSKI 1990; BEEKES 1995) although even those who assume the possibility of an active/ergative typology for PIE clearly express the view that Proto-Indo-European as we know from the reconstruction based on the ancient IE languages was a nominative language (although there are instances of different statements cf BEEKES 1995: 193-194, 254) . The Indo-Iranian languages, which can be suspected of having an ergative system (more precisely a split-ergative system) are never taken seriously by Indoeuropeanists, and are usually treated as fully nominative (the exceptions being here, as we could see in the above sections, those who treat the -ta participle as originally ergative). The ergative stage of PIE is thus mainly reconstructed on the (SCHMIDT 1979: 342) The fi rst two transitions have received (since UHLENBECK'S (1901) seminal paper) considerable attention in the scholarly literature. Masculine and feminine share the same features in contradistinction to neuter, and the oldest stage is said to be attested in Hittite (cf GAMKRELIDZE & IVANOV 1984: 267-273) . The ergative vs. indefi nite opposition is closely connected with gender differentiation -the assumption that neuters (i.e. inanimates) cannot be agents (cf VAILLANT 1936: 96-89) impose the agentive semantics on genus commune (masc. and fem.) which is manifested by the -s ending. The implausibility of inanimate agents was later on refuted on the grounds of an animacy hierarchy offered by Silverstein (see the discussion in RUMSEY 1987). The third transition, although ot is also widely discussed, is still worth reconsidering, since it actually pertains rather to the presumable active → ergative → nominative shift than to ergative → nominative transition.
The most important question which must be posed here is: do we have any reminders of active typology in those IE languages which usually serve as a basis for reconstruction of the PIE stage (mainly OIA and ancient Greek). A positive answer to this question can be found e.g. in works of GAMKRELIDZE & IVANOV (1984) , LEHMANN (1995), and BAUER (2000) . The evidence for the active residues in daughter languages is overwhelmingly morphological (cf discussion in LEHMANN 1989), although in recent works there have also been attempts to adduce syntactic data in favour of the active stage of PIE (cf BAUER 2000) .
It has been speculated that the injunctive : perfect verbal opposition in PIE has replaced the former opposition, the active : inactive, and the active : medium diathesis in PIE might have refl ected an earlier system in which the diathesis being constrained to active verbs, consisted in centrifugal and centripetal verbal opposition (KLIMOV 1973b: 445) . Here we come to the very important point, namely the existence of the category of voice in PIE. Most of the models of reconstruction of the category of the diathesis in PIE exclude the presence of the passive, although they assume that transitivity must have been an operational notion i.e. there existed two sets of verbs: transitives and intransitives differentiated not only on te semantic but also on the formal ground (cf e.g. BEEKES 1995: 252-254). 19 It has been mentioned before that the status of the -ta participle depended on the transitivity vs. intransitivity of the verb (although we could see strong criticism from KLAIMAN 1978: 207) . Below I would like to show that such distinction existing in the scholarly literature is unfounded.
The tense of the construction formed by means of the -ta participle is usually considered to be the perfect (cf KLAIMAN 1978: 206, 214 fn 4 for a different view). A comparison with Greek shows the main features of the IE perfect:
it could have intensive meaning without any time reference or with present reference a) e.g. Ved. nānā ma 'bows', jujósha 'delights (intr.), fi nds pleasure', hom. bšbru ce 'roars' att. kškrage 'screams'; it could denote the state resulting from an accomplished action thus being in opposition to b) both the present and the aorist e.g. Ved. jagā ma 'he is gone', gácchati 'he is going', ágan 'he has gone', Hom. tšqnhke 'he is dead', ¢poqnÇskei 'he is dying', ¢pšqane 'he has died ' (cf BUR-ROW 2001 [1955 DELBRÜCK 1876: 101-113; 1888: 296-301; SCHMIDT 1964: 5) . 20 Originally the perfect had only active endings and though already in the literary works of Homer and in the RV, medial perfects are attested; they have to be considered new developments and this can be verifi ed by the fact that some of medial presents have only active perfect counterparts e.g. g…gnomai : gšgona 'to be born', bhā yate : bibhā ya 'to fear' (BEEKES 1995: 239; NEU 1985: 281-282; SCHMIDT 1964: 6-7; SZEMERÉNYI 1970: 270) . The semantic proximity of the medium and the perfect is additionally strengthened by the similarity of endings (cf KURYŁOWICZ 1964b: 58-60; NEU 1985: 280; cf SIHLER 1995: 566-567 for an entirely opposite opinion). The scenario could have been as follows: the presential opposition active : middle was extended to the perfect. 21 Such extension and the development of the middle perfect might trigger the transition of the stative perfect to the resultative one -and the history of such development has been traced in Greek (resultative perfects are non-existent in Homer) and in Old Iranian. In OIA resultative perfects are already formed (they are attested in the Vedas) and they can (although as we have seen before, it is not certain) constitute a part of the evidential system (cf SCHMIDT 1964: 8-9; BYNON 2005: 29-30) . One of the possible ways in which the development of the diathesis in the perfect took place could have been the employment of the verbal adjective (SCHMIDT 1964: 10-11) . It is however not clear in this context whether the -ta participle represented mediopassive or purely passive diathesis. But it is more likely that in Vedic the -ta participle was primarily a basis for perfect evidential active and then medial. The dubious passive status of the -ta participle is further proved by the predominantly intransitive usage of the perfect. E.g. the verb tan-has in the present 7 intransitive and 40 transitive usages, while in the perfect 25 intransitive and 15 transitive usages respectively (KULIKOV 1999: 26-29 ) and a similar tendency has been confi rmed in other verbs as well.
22
20 Stative verbs like Ved. śéte, Hom. ke‹mai'is lying', Ved. ā ste, Hom. Âstai 'is sitting' are sometimes called perfect presents (cf SCHWYZER 1950: 263) showing up already in Vedic perfect endings (SCHMIDT 1964: 4) . 21 E.g. "Das sog. Passive Perfekt als fi nite Verbalform eine hybride Nachbildung zum eigentlichen Perfekt in Analogie an das Verhältnis Aktiv : Medio-passiv in Präsens darstellt" (SCHMIDT 1963: 9) . 22 The solution to the problem of labile intransitivity : transitivity of the present and perfect verbs could be sought in the system where the perfect is treated as one of the diatheses existing next to the active -such system has been proposed for PIE by NEU (1985) , according to whom PIE possessed two sets of verbs active verbs -representing actions → the active and stative verbs representing states → the perfect. Both sets of verbs were primarily tense indifferent (NEU 1985: 278, 283) . Some of the assumptions made for such a system might be tempting (especially the parallels to the languages of active typology) but the notion of the perfect as a diathetic category does not seem to be tenable (cf KULIKOV 1999: 31) .
LP LI KRZYSZTOF STROŃSKI
The suggested interdependencies between the present/the perfect and intransitivity/transitivity is realized in the NIA languages on the basis of the following correlation: present : absolutive perfect : ergative and in OIA present : transitive/causative perfect : intransitive (KULIKOV 1999: 32) It can be thus postulated that Vedic presents were primarily transitive and secondarily intransitive while perfects were primarily intransitive and secondarily transitive. It is likely that contemporary split ergativity was preceded by a split-causative tendency (KULIKOV 1999: 32-35) . The tendency however did not become a syntactic rule. 23 The abovementioned correlations are not too adequate for the NIA languages while the present is a more complex verbal category being diversifi ed according to the category of aspect (perfect, habitual, progressive) . What is more, it can be concluded for these correlations that ergativity stands closer in the historical development to intransitivity -and this could lead us to the to the concept of the intransitive nature of the PIE verb (cf STEFAŃSKI 1990: 45-47) , which would in turn eliminate the notion of transitivity as inadequate, and impose the possible active-typology ancestry.
Another point which deserves our attention here pertains to the status of the passive on OIA. In Vedic only the present system had formally developed the passive in -ya with middle endings. There existed also the passive aorist in -i which is however attested only in the 3 rd person singular. In the perfect, according to the traditional view, the passive function was expressed by participial forms and the same took place in the future tense. It has been noticed also that in the older language the middle forms of the other present systems were in a considerable number of cases employed with passive meaning (WHITNEY 1990 (WHITNEY [1888 . A similar deployment of medial forms has been attested in Greek as well, but the preliminary countings of passives in the Iliad have shown their low frequency (SCHWYZER, DEBRUNNER 1950: 237-239) .
Of special importance are the aforementioned verbs of the so-called class IV th (section II) -where middles are supposed to differ from the passive only in accentuation e.g. náhyate : nahyáte 'binds : is bound' (MACDONELL 1999 (MACDONELL [1916 : 178). We have seen also that the RV was in this point very consistent and that roots for which -ya presents are attested had either only root (i.e middle) or suffi x accented (i.e. passive) forms. For the group of 20 verbs with fl uctuating accent only one shows a correlation of semantic features (see fn 10). The possible answer to the problem is that originally -ya presents were anticausative (i.e. non-passive) class IV th -ya presents with root accentuation (this type prevails in early Vedic) and historically they could have given birth to the passive (KULIKOV 1998a: 349; 1998b: 146-149) . Another possibility would be the plausible transition of anticausative into ergative postulated, as we have seen, by BYNON (2005) .
From the facts that the perfect had primarily only an active character and that the passive had a minor status in the OIA verbal system (and in Greek as well) it follows, that the notion of transitivity was not fully operational or, in other words, it was of labile character. It has been generally accepted that the notion of transitivity lies at the foundation of ergative and nominative systems (cf DIXON 1994: 6-13) . In this context the ergative construction is employed only with transitive verbs. It has been nevertheless noticed that many split-ergative languages have a group of so-called labile vs. diffusive verbs which constitute an active residue (KLIMOV 1973a: 144-148, 234 ) and which could occur in both i.e. absolutive and ergative constructions and such a group of labile verbs do exist in the NIA languages (cf ex. (34) and (35)). From the diachronic point of view the group of diffusive verbs corresponds to a certain group of IE middles. The correlation between the middle and the nominative vs. ergative case marking needs further investigation, but it does not seem to be random, since the contemporary group of labile verbs belong to the same semantic class as the middles attested in OIA and ancient Greek e.g. Hindi: chi kn 'sneeze', kh sn 'cough', mutn 'urinate', mitln 'vomit', dakrn 'belch', k pn 'tremble' or bh kn 'bark' and OIA pardate 'to break wind' (cf Gr. pšrdomai), kampate 'to tremble', kāsate 'to cough', kr pate 'to lament' jr mbhate 'to yawn' and Greek pt£rnumai 'to sneeze', ™reÚgomai 'to belch out'. Initially the group was more numerous, comprising so-called eventives i.e. verbs denoting something happening to or taking place in a person (or object), i.e. affecting a person (or object) (GONDA 1951: 82-100; 1960: 49-55) .
The inapplicability of the terms 'transitive' vs. 'intransitive' verbs with reference to ergative languages has been raised in the later works of KLIMOV (e.g. 1983: 95-102) . Instead, he has proposed the terms 'agentive' and 'factitive'. Typological evidence strengthens further the thesis of a dubious status of transitivity at least with regard to some split-ergative languages, e.g. The night spreads her clothes. (RV 1.115.4) (KULIKOV 1999: 27) Medial forms primarily were used in their original i.e. objectless (intransitive) function (66) (cf BEEKES 1995: 241), but they could take an object when it was in the sphere of the towards the intransitive character of the so-called passive in the RV and it also indirectly undermines the assumable passive character of the -ta perfects.
On the systemic grounds the ergative construction in OIA, which is based on the -ta participle, stands in the opposition to the absolutive one (here I will repeat the examples (3) and (4) 2000: 197-260) . It seems that the intransitive vs. transitive usage of the middle and the ergative vs. absolutive usage of intransitives have direct correlates in labile (or diffusive) verbs in the ergative languages of Caucasus, which display visible relics of the former active typology (KLIMOV 1973: 144-148; KLIMOV & ALEKSEEV 1980: 51-52) . 26 It is likely that primary distinction between active and middle was of the same character as the version e.g. in Georgian. Contemporary Georgian has three basic versions i.e. subjective (77), objective (78) and locative (neutral) (79) occurring in active constructions (transitive and medio-active intransitive verb classes). The reconstructed version vowels for Proto-Kartvelian ie. *-i-and *-a-for the subjective and neutral versions respectively show proximity to the centrifugal and non-centrifugal versions in active languages (KLIMOV & ALEKSEEV 1980: 152-154; KLIMOV 1983: 179-180) . As it is attested clearly in early records of the Georgian language, the employment of the version vowel -i-for different purposes, e.g. its extension to intransitive medio-passives, is secondary (KLIMOV & ALEKSEEV 1980: 154) . Contemporary Georgian shows the usage of the version vowel -i-for passives (denoting absence of an affected participant) (80) i-c'ereba
Ver.-write.intr.pres.
It is being written. (KLIMOV & ALEKSEEV 1980: 97; ANDERSON & GUREVICH 2005: 5) In OIA atmanepadam endings were also employed for the -ya present passives. Thus if version → voice transition is typologically justifi ed (cf KLIMOV 1983: 159; GAMKRELIDZE & IVANOV 1984: 333-339; also KURYŁOWICZ 1964a: 29) we can assume that the former version system atmanepadam/parasmaipadam developed into the active/medio-passive one. What is more, typological evidence reinforces the thesis of the possible correlation between the active vs. middle opposition in nominative languages, objective/neutral vs. subjective version in ergative languages, and centripetal vs. centrifugal version in active languages.
The last question which will be dealt with here, and which refers to the status of the -ta participle and hence the status of the ergative construction, pertains to the case of the agent. Traditional scholarship, which treats the -ta construction as the passive, used to be divided into two groups, namely those who opted for the ancient status of the genitive and those who consider the instrumental marking as an older one (for the discussion see JAMISON 1979b). There is no doubt that genitive agents are extremely rare in early Vedic, e.g RV 15-20, AV less than 10. Among them only a few appear with the -ta participle -from 25 genitive agents quoted by ANDERSEN (1986: 11-12) only 11 constitute genitive agents in participial constructions, which he, as we have seen in the section III, calls ergative agents on the basis of the pragmatic analysis. Instrumental agents were used more frequently (JAMISON (1979a: 200) has counted more than 200 in the RV). It has been pointed out that genitive agents became prevalent in the Vedic prose texts, e.g. OERTEL has counted 429 occurrences of genitive agents and only 111 in the instrumental (1938: 9), later on (in classical Sanskrit) instrumental agents completely ousted the genitive ones. It has also been suggested by comparison with OPers and other IE languages (cf SCHMALSTIEG 1989) that genitive marking is likely to be older, but the preponderance of instrumental agents having their equivalents in Greek dative agents has also been adduced as a proof of the antiquity of the instrumental marking (cf JAMISON 1979a; 1979b) .
The general observation is that agents in passive constructions were relatively rare e.g. among 191 -ya-presents in the RV only 15-25 are attested with agents (cf SCHMIDT 1963: 4; JAMISON 1979a: 200) but this feature has been found a constant one in languages with the operational opposition active/passive (cf KURYŁOWICZ 1964b: 72-73) . 27 In the RV in comparison with rare occurrence of agents with the -ya-presents and the aorist (10-15 agents attested), the agents with the -ta participle display higher frequency (see Table 2 ). In the light of the aforementioned arguments there arises the question of why the frequency of instrumental agents is the highest with -ta participles. If perfects had been predominantly intransitive, why would they have employed agents on such a large scale? And what is more, how can we explain on systemic grounds the existence of intransitive -ta participles which take the arguments in the nominative (and later on possibly also in the instrumental, e.g. the type mayā suptam)? The only answer available at the moment is to assume that constructions based on the -ta participle must have been ergative (with the instrumental or genitive) or absolutive (with the nominative). The original status of the -ta participle was likely of an anticausative character, an oblique agent appeared at the moment when the notion of transitivity became fully operational, i.e. the -ta participle as basically intransitive (or voice indifferent) became voice sensitive. What is more, the active residues existing in OIA (and preserved partially in NIA) might point towards a possible active → nominative shift which in the IA languages could result in split ergativity.
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